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Semiose galerie-éditions, Paris, 2009,
photography: Pierre-Alain Marassé
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pêles-meles d‘Orthez:
documentation céline duval
3 temps en 4 mouvements, 2009
a group of 24 photographical posters, black and white.
120 x 176 cm, state commission 1% artistic,
Médiathèque Jean-Louis-Curtis, Orthez
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misunderstanding of her art as being sociological. She is of
course concerned by the issue of stereotypes and recurrent
events, not in the sense that these might be the result of any
given society but more as a basic element of mankind in itself.
Indeed, if one takes a closer look and goes beyond what the
images show in order to concentrate solely on the way each
one of them is built, one will grasp the intricate arrangements
of shapes. Lines everywhere: verticals, horizontals, most of the
time both combined in their interdependent connections, like
vectors of energy by which some fundamental questions find
their expression. What does top and bottom mean? How does
one take possession of space? How does that which rises stay in
balance at the risk of falling? Of course there is something here
that could relate to the question of abstract art. But clearly what
mostly concerns documentation céline duval is how it can be read
as a metaphor of our relationship to the corporal, intellectual,
singular or collective world surrounding us. What is this world
really made of, earth, sky, intervals, horizon? How does all of this
hold together and most of all how do we fit in? In other words
how do we live in it? This repeated questioning holds all the
subtleties of surprise, mistrust and wonder that these questions
may conceal. This is no doubt what explains the ambivalence one
feels when looking at documentation céline duval’s work. There
is both harshness and tenderness. We recognize this blend in
ourselves. It is about us.

Ever since the late 90’s, Céline Duval has been collecting photos:
amateur snapshots, postcards, photos cut out from magazines,
as well as her own pictures. Out of this collection, which the artist
calls documentation céline duval (without any capital letters)
she has edited a series of publications: prints, books, as well
as a magazine, mailed directly to her subscribers: “la revue en
4 images”, which has now reached its 56th issue. The concept
is simple. Each of her editions works as a series. 4 images,
sometimes more, sometimes less, are put together for their
repetitions or in order to make up a micro-narrative. There is an
obvious connection with film editing or collage. But even if the
images are very carefully chosen and put in a precise order for
them to match or at least echo each other, documentation céline
duval goes beyond this. The preparation of each of her photos
involves minute corrections such as reframing and retouching
with no reverence for the document. This clears up the frequent
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pêles- mêles d‘Orthez:
documentation céline duval
3 times in 4 movements, 2009 - extract
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opposite page:
revues en 4 images
n°30 : danielle & raymond - co-edition Frac-BN
4 pages, folded format 15,5 x 21,5 cm, offset print b&w – 10/2006
n°10 : the mirror - co-edition jean-jacques-passera entreprises
4 pages, folded format 15,5 x 21,5 cm, offset print b&w – 10/2004
n°37 : the unlikely crossing - co-edition RDV, Nantes
4 pages, folded format 15,5 x 21,5 cm, offset print b&w – 05/2007
Photography : Revues en 4 images, ready to be sent to subscribers.
n°35 : the crutch - co-edition La poésie / nuit
4 pages, folded format 21,5 x 15,5 cm, offset print b&w – 03/2007

top:
View of group exhibition
documentation céline duval & invités
ARKO, Nevers, 2007
View of the solo exhibition
multiples
Jean-Louis Curtis Library, Orthez, 2009
bottom right:
View of the solo exhibition
From one to the other
Artothèque, Auxerre, 2008

four hands
co-author Mathieu Renard
self-published, Houlgate, 2006 / 11
32 pages, folded format 29 x 20 cm
digital printing b/w, 200 copies
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